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Bringing artistry to living spaces
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Jalu Ltd  Delivering a bold and innovative concept  
for outdoor lighting

Jalu original floor lamps provide both an object of beauty during the day 

and ambient light in the evening, creating an enticing atmosphere through  

a combination of light, shape and texture. 

They make a contemporary statement in any setting, residential or 

commercial, including courtyards, patios, pool-sides, gardens, and garden 

rooms. They enhance a seating area and add impact to a particular feature, 

such as an archway or pool.

The lamps look equally stunning in modern or more traditional contexts 

and can be positioned individually – or as multiple elements – within a 

lighting scheme.

contemporary lighting 
for outdoor living

Lamps featured on front cover: Holix IV in Charcoal Lustre,  
Grey Mist and Vanilla Ice; Holix III in Serene Blue Dark,  
Serene Blue Light and Vanilla Ice

Lamp featured above: Holix V in Charcoal Lustre, Grey Mist  
and Vanilla Ice



Hand cast in the UK  
by our skilled craftsmen 

Jalu floor lamps  Extending the opportunities for  
outdoor living 

Unique
Our elegant but bold proprietary designs are hand cast to order by British craftsmen from a 

novel and versatile material that is lighter than stone, but robust and durable. It lends itself to 

a wide range of colours and finishes, producing inherently beautiful and tactile lamps that are 

truly unique. 

Robust
The innovative water-based composite inherently protects against frost damage and impact. 

Our lamps are durable and weatherproof, making them a year-round feature, without 

compromising on aesthetics. 

As freestanding units, they are easy to relocate to match the mood and occasion.

Versatile
Each design is available in a standard palette of complementary or contrasting colours and 

finishes, allowing clients to fit the canvas of a particular setting. We can also develop bespoke 

colours and finishes to suit a specific design.
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The Furtho in Bright & White  
and Charcoal Lustre



The design is in your hands

the holix  A new approach to decorative lighting –  

stylish and fun 

The exciting new collection that puts you in control. Modular in design, the Holix comprises 

multiple hexagonal elements that can be arranged in a variety of configurations to personalise 

appearance in terms of height (36-92cm), colour combinations (complementary or contrasting) 

and light patterns (regular or random). The lamp can be easily assembled (and reassembled)  

in sets of between one and five modules. 

The Holix has strong, clean lines and beautiful symmetry. It makes a striking addition to any 

setting, and looks even better when placed in clusters of different heights as a ‘family’. 
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Holix IV in Serene Blue Dark, Serene Blue Light and Vanilla Ice; 
Holix III Charcoal Lustre, Grey Mist and Vanilla Ice

Holix III in Serene Blue Dark 
and Vanilla Ice



Impact with a twist

the furtho  Combining simplicity of design  

with elegant functionality

This eye-catching floor lamp provides a strong sculptural focal point, 

with the inherent ability – thanks to its distinctive twist – to present 

different profiles depending on the angle at which it is viewed. It looks 

equally dramatic in both natural light and when illuminated at night. 

It is particularly suited to providing definition and distinctiveness to 

contemporary settings.
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The Furtho in Serene Blue Dark 

The Furtho in Sienna Haze 



Jalu Ltd  Standard colour palette

contemporary lighting 
for outdoor living

The Jalu Spring 2017 palette consists of a contemporary suite of greys, 

blues and whites, with our unique matt finish providing texture and an 

intrinsic lustre. In addition, we have developed an earthy terracotta wash 

with a beautiful smooth sheen finish. Together, these provide numerous 

options for complementary or contrasting colourways. Future seasonal 

colour collections will allow customers to update and refresh their 

collections. Bespoke colours and finishes are available on request.

Bright & White  
A strong white that 
provides a subtle 
radiant effect in sunlight. 
Crushed mirror adds 
shine and an element  
of black contrast.

Vanilla Ice  
A crisp light cream 
with a hint of warmth. 
Both a good contrast 
and complement 
to the other colours 
within the palette.

Charcoal Lustre 
A stylish and 
contemporary dark 
grey with a ‘lava 
stone’ feel. Crushed 
mirror adds delicate 
elements of sparkle.

Grey Mist 
A cool light grey.  
Crushed mirror adds 
delicate elements  
of sparkle and black 
contrast. 

Serene Blue Light 
A calm pale green/blue 
that provides a subtle 
radiant effect in sunlight. 
A good match with the 
darker Serene Blue,  
greys and cream

Serene Blue Dark 
A contemporary green/
blue with a hint of sparkle. 
Peaceful elegance for any 
outdoor or indoor space. 

Sienna Haze* 
A bold and warm 
statement in earth tones, 
finished with a delicate 
colour wash redolent  
of the Mediterranean  
or Northern Africa. 

* Furtho only
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Holix II in Charcoal Lustre,  
Grey Mist and Vanilla Ice 



the furtho  Specification

The Furtho comprises the outer lamp cast, and a separate fully wired inner 

luminaire with holder for simple connection to a mains socket (RCD protected 

if outside). Alternatively the lamps can be more permanently wired during 

refurbishment or design of a new space.

Standard price: £895 (including VAT and UK delivery) 

Specification

Height: 90cm

Width at widest point: 39cm

Weight: Cast – 20kg, internal luminaire plus holder – 9kg

Voltage: 230V

Wattage: 5W LED (replaceable), max 10W

Cable: 3.5m outdoor cable and 13A plug

Protection: IP65, CE mark

Country of origin: UK
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the holix  Specification

The Holix floor lamp comprises the base, individual, stackable modules (with 

integrated fixing system for ease of assembly) and a lid. Choose your base, then add 

your modules and lid to suit. The base incorporates a fully wired luminaire for simple 

connection to a mains socket (RCD protected if outside). Alternatively, the lamps can 

be integrated into a lighting system during refurbishment or design of a new space.

Standard Price (including VAT and UK delivery): 

Base unit plus lid (including luminaire)  £350

Individual modules (each) £95 

Specification

Height: 36, 50, 64, 78 or 92cm  

(each stackable module adds 14cm)

Width at widest point: 28cm

Weight: base unit – 15kg; modules – 3.6kg; lid – 3.6kg

Voltage: 230V

Wattage: 5W LED (replaceable), max 10W

Cable: 3.5m outdoor cable and 13A plug

Protection: IP65, CE mark, design registration in progress

Country of origin: UK

Holix I in Charcoal Lustre 
and Vanilla Ice The Furtho in Bright & White  

and Serene Blue Dark 
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Talk to us about your 
specific requirements

Jalu Ltd How to order

How do I place an order?

Contact us by email or phone to discuss your 

requirements. We will then provide you with  

a verbal and written quote. We will process 

your order as soon as you accept the quote 

and full payment has been received.

How long will I have to wait for my order?

We aim to deliver your Jalu lamp within 3-4 

weeks of payment. Bespoke products take a 

little longer and we will advise as appropriate. 

We will keep you informed of the status of 

your order and forecast delivery date.

Can I be sure that the lamp I get  

will be the colour on your brochure?

All Jalu floor lamps are hand cast to order.  

As a result, they are subject to slight variations 

in colour, texture, pattern and tone – all of 

which adds to their uniqueness and character.

Can you make me a Jalu lamp  

to my own specification?

The versatility of our material means that 

we can work directly with clients to design 

bespoke lamps that complement any design 

scheme. Please contact us to discuss your 

requirements. 

Can I have a sample lamp?

Due to the nature of our lamps, we cannot 

provide product samples. However, we are 

happy to provide colour samples by post,  

or discuss appropriate options for you to  

view one of our lamps.

Holix III in Serene Blue Dark, Serene Blue Light 
and Vanilla Ice; Holix II in Charcoal Lustre,  
Grey Mist and Vanilla Ice 
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Contact us

Please get in touch with  

Juliet Kauffmann or Alison Cavey

enquiries@jalu.co.uk

01908 543094

www.jalu.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/JaluLtd/

https://uk.pinterest.com/jalulimited/

https://twitter.com/jalulimited

Unit 5

Furtho Manor Farm

Northampton Road

Old Stratford

Milton Keynes

Buckinghamshire  

MK19 6NR

Jalu Ltd designs and manufactures contemporary 
sculptural floor lamps that provide an object of 
beauty during the day and ambient lighting in 
the evening. We work closely with our craftsmen 
to develop unique and versatile lamps to inspire 
interior and garden designs.
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